Resource usage-such as time, memory, and energy usage-is one of the most important quality measures of software and programs that exceed the available resources when executed can barely be considered correct. The ever increasing complexity of software systems and library code makes it more difficult for developers to predict the resource usage of their code. As a result, performance bugs are common and among the bugs that are most difficult to detect. Moreover, many security vulnerabilities exploit the space and time usage of software.
For this special issue we were trying to select papers that contain cutting-edge research results and represent a compilation of current research topics and state-of-the-art techniques in resource bound analysis.
The first paper Complexity and Resource Bound Analysis of Imperative Programs using Difference Constraints by Moritz Sinn, Florian Zuleger, and Helmut Veith adapts an approach from termination analysis in order to derive invariants and upper complexity bounds. In this way, upper bound analysis can be extended to challenging forms of loops (e.g., with increments and resets) that occur in many typical imperative programs.
In the paper Rely-Guarantee Termination and Cost Analyses of Loops with Concurrent Interleavings by Elvira Albert, Antonio Flores-Montoya, Samir Genaim, and Enrique MartinMartin, the authors develop the first approach to infer upper bounds for loops with concurrent interleavings in an imperative actor-based language. They use a form of rely-guarantee reasoning in order to handle loops separately. Then, upper bounds can be obtained by analyzing how often assertions on the handling of shared data are violated by the program.
The 
